
3.5 x 1-day workshops if delivered face to face. Remotely, the
programme will be split into 7 x 3.5-hour sessions. 

A comprehensive folder, including all the material to support the
programme and additional online tools. 

The provision of real, relevant and inspiring role models. 

The encouragement of effective networks within the group.

Opportunities to engage with corporate sponsors.

Each participant will present to a panel (usually sponsors) on 
what they have gained from the programme and how they will 
use this in the future.

Designed to be flexible, accommodate academic terms, study
pressures and research schedules. 
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Sprint is the ground-breaking professional development programme 
for undergraduate and postgraduate women. The programme is for 
participants from all backgrounds, regardless of subject, department 
or career aspirations. 

Sprint has been researched and designed specifically to address the 
study and career issues faced by women at University. The overall 
objective of the Sprint women’s development programme is to 
enable participants to take clear, practical, realistic steps, and to 
take more control over their lives (whatever that means to them).

The programme will give participants the tools to become more self-
aware and give them the ability to assess themselves and their 
environment realistically. Understanding their environment will 
include their university and social environment, future work as well 
as country or cultural environment. 

Sprint has been developed to help to put an end to the gender pay 
gap and end inequality and disparity between men and women’s 
career path and pay. Sprint will help women achieve their goals!

The Key Ingredients 

Developing People
Transforming Lives



Makes the university more
appealing to new students.

Will give students an active
desire to learn and better
themselves.

Makes sure that doors are open
to ALL students for every
opportunity. 

Improves visibility,
concentration and
effectiveness in tutorials.

Celebrates diversity and
overcomes prejudice.

Provides the opportunity to
offer undergraduates improved
employability. 

Ensures that each female
student has the best possible
chance to develop their full
potential. 

Develops time management
skills whilst giving techniques
to overcome stress, and
establish a great routine for
better wellbeing thus leading 
to improved results.
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Balance study and personal
lives.

Sharpen their career ambitions
and goals.

Raise their aspirations.

Manage their time and energy
better.

Be more self-reliant and
recognise their maximum
potential.

Self care and reducing stress.

Make decisions and take
action based on their core
values, to prepare for future
work/roles. 

Boost personal effectiveness
and self- esteem.

Help realise and appreciate
their talents and look at how
best to take advantage of
them.

Improve assertiveness and
being prepared to speak up
for themselves.

For participants: For your university:



Evaluation data tells us that: 
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Sessions Covered in Sprint Include - 
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SPRINT - FOR FEMALE GRADUATES WHO WANT TO
STEP UP!

of participants say the
programme improved
their effectiveness in

studying

Building personal power 
and influence.

Promoting the positive you.

Dealing with failure: The 
Impostor Phenomenon.

Building your resilience 
Focus on support for you 
and your goals.

Managing change.

Maximising your personal brand
Image.

Choosing your future - career
choices & perception.

Getting support.

Using assertiveness positively.

Your development community.

Developing action plans.

feel meeting and
working with different
women was extremely

useful

feel they are now
better at setting

realistic goals and
action points

now have better
personal, career
and study goals



www.springboardconsultancy.com

Phone: 0203 794 6730
Email: info@springboardconsultancy.com

SPRINT PARTICIPANTS REPORT THE
FOLLOWING BENEFITS: 

 “I am so glad I participated as it was different to any of my previous
development skill sessions. Very interactive, practical and social. I

feel it has really impacted my confidence and I can certainly
attribute a lot of my job application success to Sprint!”

Haruka Kobayashi, University of Cambridge

“I’ve learned that I should never take a second position when I can
take the first. Men are trained to step up and women to step down. I

want to step up.” 

Masters Student, Oxford University

“Sprint has been an eye opener that I am not alone when faced
with certain issues and by supporting one another we can

learn a lot. I’m inspired and confident knowing that with hard
work and perseverance anything can be achieved. It also has
made me think about investing in myself and the impact it will

have on everyone around me which will allow me to feel
happier and more content.”

Sprint Trainers say:
"Through delivering sessions on assertiveness, dealing with
failure, personal branding, identifying values, making change

(amongst lots more!) I have seen this group explode with
confidence and belief in their worth. But in the end, for these

women it was the power of creating a support network and no
longer feeling alone in challenging undergraduate life that will last
beyond this programme. That outcome means so much to me." 

Sprint trainer


